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The Secretary
Legislative Council Environment and Planning Committee
Parliament House, Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002
planninginquiry@parliament.vic.gov.au
Virginia Noonan, forwarded on behalf of the Yarra Planning Coalition

This is a collective submission from members of the Yarra Planning Coalition (YPC), who wish to
draw the Committee’s attention to some of the major planning concerns that they identified
individually or in their individual submissions.
The YPC groups and individuals that contributed to this submission are:
1. Ian White
2. Queens Parade Heritage, Planning & Traders Group – David Young
3. Sally Vivian
4. Protect Fitzroy North – Glen McCallum
5. Friends of Royal Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens – Margaret O’Brien
6. Queens Parade Heritage, Planning & Traders Group – Virginia Noonan & Chris Goodman
7. The 3068 Group – Chris Goodman
Our key issues are as follows:
1. The tension between Design and Development Overlays and Heritage Overlays.
2. Lack of heritage skills among planners.
3. Erosion of the heritage values of the inner city shopping strips.
4. Under current Planning settings, VCAT can approve proposals which make step-change
‘resets’ of height, built-form and neighbourhood character expectations – without any
extant strategic work or the oversight of Panels Victoria; and despite the opposition of the
local council and the community.
5. Governance of the World Heritage site Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens.
6. Discretionary vs. Mandatory controls.
7. The adequacy of current criteria and processes for heritage protection.
Each of these issues are explained in the following pages.
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Terms of Reference 4 Protecting Heritage in Victoria
Terms of Reference 4 (a) The adequacy of current criteria and processes for
heritage protection
Issue 1: The tension between Design and Development Overlays and Heritage Overlays.
DDOs and HOs: The Carlton Inn Example
In this section we use the example of the Corkman Irish Pub (originally the Carlton Inn) to show the
DELWP has systematically weakened the Heritage Overlay (HO) by planning measures to encourage
development that override the HO and lead in many cases to significant loss of protected local
heritage. We have been shocked to discover in recent years the extent to which DELWP, in
conjunction with and by pressure on inner city councils, has been abusing planning controls to
promote higher density development at the cost of heritage. The most significant such measure is the
Design and Development Overlay (DDO). Applied without regard to the Heritage Overlay, DDOs
have been put in place throughout the inner suburbs of Melbourne undermining the Heritage Overlay
and encouraging both demolition of built heritage and facadism.
The wanton destruction of the 1857 Carlton Inn, on 15 and 16 October 2016, attracted much attention
because it was torn down without a permit, despite a Heritage Overlay (HO) and despite a Melbourne
City Council order restraining the demolition when it began. The penalties for such illegal demolition
were proved manifestly inadequate, a point we address below, but more importantly, this example
demonstrates fundamental problems with the current planning system.
What was not discussed at the time of the demolition was the extent to which the Melbourne City
Council and the Minister for Planning created a context that provided a significant incentive for
demolition. That incentive came in the form of a DDO applying to this area and, specifically, to the
Carlton Inn despite the HO that already applied.

Fig.1 The Corkman Hotel (formerly Carlton Inn, 1837)
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Two years before the demolition, the Minister approved an amendment prepared by the Melbourne
City Council as the relevant planning authority. This included DDO 61A4.1, which provided for a
preferred built form: a 40-metre tower set back 6 metres from a ‘street wall’ 24 metres high. This
preferred built form is illustrated in Figure 2, which is an isometric drawing indicating how the
proposed built form would have affected the heritage building.
With DDO 61A4.1 to support their case, the developers could have applied for a permit to build a 400metre (12 storey) apartment block on the site, retaining the exterior facades of the Carlton Inn. They
could have argued, as often happens, that the heritage value of the building was less important the
need to house a growing population. Or, more likely, they could have agreed to retain the

Fig. 2: Preferred Built Form under DDO 64A 4.1 (Drawing: Terence Nott)

exterior façade of the Carlton Inn. In the normal course of events, the responsible authority
(Melbourne City Council) would probably have approved demolition or at least the least retention of
the façade only. If public opinion had led the Council to refuse a permit, the developer would have
appealed to VCAT, which almost certainly would have overridden the Council, citing the applicable
DDO. In the developers’ eyes, demolishing the building would have been only a minor incursion
compared to what they could legally have expected to do. In the best case, all that would have
remained of this historic Gold Rush era hotel would have been the façade, looking out of place on a
12-storey apartment tower.
The case raises three issues. First, the effect of these DDOs is to encourage developers who otherwise
would have assumed there was no point in trying to build where the Heritage Overlay applied.
Second, the Heritage Overlay has been downgraded from a real protection to one of several
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competing values, of which the more precise DDO can be expected to be the winner. Third, the
planners at DELWP are at best indifferent to heritage conservation. Otherwise, they would either not
apply the DDO to the site at all, given that it was protected by the HO, or they would incorporate the
Heritage Overlay into the DDO by providing that the preferred built form prescribed for the site was
identical to the existing built form of the heritage building. Either solution would immediately remove
any ambiguity. But, in case after case, DELWP encourages councils to formulate DDOs that favour
development and to apply them even to sites in the Heritage Overlay.1

1

7

Royal Historical Society Parliament of Victoria, Legislative Council Environment and Planning Committee, submission, p.5-
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Issue 2: Lack of heritage skills among planners – leading to poor decision making at local and state
levels.
Most planners are poorly equipped when it comes to heritage planning. As pointed out by the
Heritage Council of Victoria in their 2020 ‘State of Heritage Review: Local Heritage’, of the four
Victorian tertiary institutions that offer planning degrees, only one runs a subject on heritage planning
and it is only offered as an elective. Heritage planning is not one of the key areas required by the
Planning Institute of Australia as part of its accreditation of planning degrees.
Consequently, when planning decisions are made at local government level the planning staff are
often ill-equipped to respond appropriately. As others have pointed out, there is now a tension
between recent Design and Development Overlays (DDOs) and Heritage Overlays (HOs) where in
theory, both sets of constraints should be taken into account in making a decision. When a recent
graduate with no training in heritage planning is faced with such tensions it will be much simpler for
them to use the height and set-back metrics of the DDO and ignore the unfamiliar and more
challenging heritage overlay and its statements of significance.
The lack of heritage planning skills is demonstrated by council planning staff recommending approval
of proposals that involve demolition of all but the front walls of heritage buildings – façadism at its
worst! This from the City of Yarra which, having 70% of its building stock covered by Heritage
Overlays, ought to be leading the administration of heritage places.
That the problem extends all the way to Planning Panels Victoria is demonstrated by their
recommendation in a recent report (Yarra Planning Scheme Amendment C269yara: rewrite of local
policies, 2022) in favour of an objective that reads: ‘To promote signs that conserve and enhance the
significance of a heritage place’. Signs are inanimate and have no capacity to conserve! Such basic
mistakes should not be made at any level, yet in this case were made in the face of expert opinion and
other recommendations to the contrary.
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Issue 3: Erosion of the heritage values of the inner city shopping strips.
Inner city areas, such as Yarra, have large extents of Heritage Overlays and there are heritage
controls. This will no doubt be raised by those with a development interest as too much of a
constraint, however, this is entirely appropriate and is a function of the inner city having
concentrated areas of the State’s best heritage precincts and places. It also reflects the significant
amount of heritage work done over many decades. However, too much is being lost or damaged
through insensitive change.
We seem to have an ambivalent attitude to our built heritage. It is frequently lauded and made
much of in policy statements, promotional material and we do have heritage policy and controls.
But, our heritage assets, such as inner-city shopping strips, are being eroded, or even ruined. Other
world cities protect their heritage carefully: do we perhaps feel ours is not quite of sufficient value?
You cannot imagine European cities, or American cities, allowing the accretions to heritage
streetscapes as is occurring in inner Melbourne’s activity centres.

Fig. 3: Johnston Street. Image courtesy of Jenny Rizzo

Fig. 4: Bridge Road. Images courtesy of Theresa Saldanha
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Fig. 5: Bridge Road. Images courtesy of Theresa Saldanha

Activity centre policy says that new housing should be directed to activity centres and this is given
primacy over heritage controls. Heritage protection is deemed to be satisfied if the façade of the
building is preserved. Concerns of parapet line, chimneys, and rooflines against the sky and overall
street appearance are given little weight.
This seems to result from a focus on the individual building bricks and mortar heritage rather than
the streetscape and its context. Demolishing half of a heritage building and leaving the façades
dominated by modern buildings behind is not ‘retaining heritage’ at a streetscape level. The person
in the street experiences the whole and it is no longer a characterful cohesive whole, as can be seen
above. And as explained elsewhere local individual retailers/businesses are often lost, resulting in an
entirely different environment and experience.
The problem perhaps stems from a building by building approach to heritage and design, with
insufficient appreciation of neighbourhood and streetscape character. New buildings are too often
of ‘look at me’ type of architecture, rather than aiming to be good neighbours in their context.
Neighbourhood character studies should be a requirement as a basis of planning policy schemes.
Planning Practice Note 43: Understanding Neighbourhood Character, has frequent reference to
residential zones and residential development, but it is just as important in commercial zones in
activity centres.
Tighter heritage controls are needed. They also need to be more carefully managed. As discussed
above, heritage should be given as much weight as other planning policy. When assessing a proposal
from a whole of policy viewpoint at the moment policies and strategies regarding increasing housing
in activity centres seems to prevail.
Heritage Overlays over precincts are important, simple to understand and relatively simple to
administer and must be maintained. They are a very important part of heritage protection and must
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be retained. Heritage overlays and heritage controls in activity centres need to be given more weight
in decision making.
Proposal – A few of the best still intact inner city activity centres should be identified as heritage
environments/precinct as a whole and kept largely unchanged as examples of their time.
An additional issue is that a heritage building should have the same protection and control whether
it is a residential or commercial building.
The importance of heritage and adequate controls to protect it
Heritage is not only a matter of history, it is part and parcel of liveability and neighbourhood
character. Inner city activity centres attract business and activity because they have character,
individuality, evidence of age and a bit of decay. They have affordable small spaces for the quirky,
the small independent businesses, with owners that chat to customers. This is what creates the
lifestyle and this has been demonstrated to attract creative people that drive innovation. (See
Charles Landry’s work on creative cities.2)
Unfortunately, new development, even under the best planning system and controls, cannot deliver
this. Heritage places are therefore like gold dust and need be held with extreme care.
In the Post Covid context of reduced population pressures and changes in the way we use the city,
the City of Yarra and other inner city areas, including City of Melbourne, have a more than adequate
supply of housing, pressure is off, and it is a good time to reconsider where we are going.
Most importantly, in a context of uncertain futures, an abundance of caution is called for in regard
to policies on heritage. Development itself operates like a ratchet; it is impossible to go backwards.
Similarly in regard to heritage protection, once protective policies are lost it is very hard to go back.

2

https://charleslandry.com/resources-downloads/documents-for-download/
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Issue 4: Under current Planning settings, VCAT can approve proposals which make step-change
‘resets’ of height, built-form and neighbourhood character expectations – without any extant strategic
work or the oversight of Panels Victoria; and despite the opposition of the local council and the
community.
Piedimontes Supermarket ‘redevelopment’ – St Georges Road, North Fitzroy VCAT case.3
The Neighbourhood
The supermarket is located in a small-scale heritage shopping strip. No shops are higher than 2
storeys, and the highest building nearby is a residential conversion which reaches 3-4 storeys.
The Proposal
Having acquired surrounding shopfronts over the years, the applicant sought to largely demolish the
rears of all surrounding shops and subsume that into an expanded supermarket. The proposal included
the addition of residential apartments above – to the level of 7 storeys.
Council and community response
While few disagreed with the desirability of supermarket redevelopment, the council were opposed to
what they saw as the excessive height and massing of the proposal in a sensitive local heritage
shopping strip setting.
The broader community were concerned also about the loss of diverse local businesses and groundfloor retail from a small local shopping village.
The VCAT Decision
Affirmed virtually everything the developer wanted. One level was removed from a secondary street
frontage, but the height of the main building remained at 7 storeys4 – more than double the previous
highest height of any building in that village.
Some council and community concerns were acknowledged but had little or no impact on the
decision.
The community spent many tens of thousands of dollars fighting the case, in addition to countless
hours of volunteer labour. This is the kind of thing that traumatises communities – and has certainly
traumatised this one.

3 Piedimonte Developments Pty Ltd v Yarra CC [2021] VCAT 428 (5 May 2021)
4

The approved height is equivalent to a 9-storey residential apartment building.
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The Epilogue - Am C269 Yarra “Planning Scheme Rewrite”
Later the same year, Yarra’s rewrite of local planning policies went before Panels Victoria as Am
C269. This was focused on ensuring the backing (local) policy framework for Yarra’s Planning
Scheme is ‘fit for purpose’. Previous Panel and VCAT decisions came in for significant airing before
the Panel – including the Piedimontes case.
The position of a great number of community submitters – including some commercial property
owners - was that sweeping change impacts in terms of height, built-form and/or neighbourhood
character should not be introduced without a proper planning amendment process. A process
including the opportunity for residents and landowners to give feedback and make submissions – to
‘have their say’, as it were. In inner-urban settings this usually means a DDO – a Design and
Development Overlay process.
The C269 Panel recommendation alters the local policy to more-or-less make it clear that:
●

Large change should be directed to areas identified as being appropriate for it, and

●

There should be no large changes in areas which have not yet benefited from a DDO process.

Recommendation
In the C269 Panel it became clear that there is still a lack of clarity – even among seasoned
practitioners – around how and when to apply aspects of relevant planning policy.5
We would suggest that a Planning Practice Note be created to formalise exactly how and when to
undertake, say, development of DDOs in the context of local planning.6

There are a number of existing Practice Notes pertaining to these aspects, for example,
●

PPN 58: “Structure Planning for Activity Centres”

●

PPN 59: “The Role of Mandatory Provisions in Planning Schemes”

●

PPN 60: “Height and Setback Controls for Activity Centres”

●

PPN 90: “Planning for Housing”

.. and yet community members still find themselves needing to appear before Panels Victoria raising
issues that should have been addressed much earlier as part of planning consultation - and certainly
not decided pre-emptively by VCAT.

5

For example: In the course of the Panel hearing, variances in approach by different councils became
apparent.
6 And should a Practice Note prove ineffective, then a legislative change in the form of altered VPPs (Victorian
Planning Provisions) may be require
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Plan Melbourne (Outcome 5.1.2) states: (Protect Fitzroy North have included the highlights)
“5.1.2 Support a network of vibrant neighbourhood activity centres
‘The attributes of and opportunities for neighbourhood activity centres at the local level vary across
Melbourne. That is why local communities should lead the planning of their own centres.
Where centres are well established or communities are seeking to protect the unique character of
their centres (such as protecting heritage buildings or access to public land or open space to achieve
community benefit), they should be assisted in determining the desired built form outcomes.
Local governments will be supported to prepare structure plans for their neighbourhood activity
centres to help deliver 20-minute neighbourhoods.’
The current set of Practice Notes and state policy – as they are applied in our experience – does not
give full effect to these goals of Plan Melbourne ‘on the ground’.
It is unreasonable to have different arms of planning policy and decision-making at odds with, and
overruling each other, at the expense of residents, traders, property owners and developers alike.
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Issue 5: Governance of the World Heritage site Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens.
Our World Heritage (WH) Site needs an independent authority that has the
governance responsibilities and the resources for the WH site and the buffer zone and any additional
significant views to and from the Royal Exhibition Building (REB): Most likely would be a Trust.
•

recommended way of managing this, would be for the Inquiry to recommend a review of
the governance options, taking into account different structures/organisation in place in
Australia’s other WH sites.

Priority changes sought from the Inquiry are to separate planning for heritage and the
embedded influences of vested interests that effectively dominate the current processes and
decision making of statutory authorities and compromise their independence. WH needs an
independent authority: The REB and Gardens had a Trust, by virtue of its cultural heritage
significance and iconic status before it was WH. In 1996 the Museum Victoria assumed
responsibility. What happened for the REB and Gardens to fall from grace locally but be elevated
internationally? And now, it seems, those that should care, do not.

Fig. 6: Royal Exhibition Building & Carlton Gardens courtesy of Margaret O’Brien
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Issue 6: Discretionary vs. Mandatory controls
In 2007, the City of Yarra classified nearly every building in the city according to its heritage status
and made it clear in local policy that contributory buildings could not easily be demolished. This form
of mandatory demolition control led to an immediate and sustained reduction in proposals to demolish
buildings in heritage overlays, and a welcome reduction in work for the community who previously
had to argue before VCAT why a building should be considered significant. The black and white
nature of the classification means few developers will ‘try-on’ a demolition of a contributory building.
Mandatory controls set clear standards and discourage opportunistic proposals.
The planning scheme amendment system makes it very difficult to introduce mandatory controls.
Planning Practice Notes curtail their use. One of the few places it can be considered is in DDOs and
DPOs.
Mandatory height limits and set-backs are required if we are to save our heritage shopping strips,
otherwise facadism will prevail. The 1876 weighbridge workers cottage at 193 Queens Parade Clifton
Hill would have been demolished if not for mandatory controls brought in through DDO16. The
Planning Division of City of Yarra approved the demolition of the cottage but supported the retention
of the shop built in c.1920s. Council ignored its own Yarra heritage policy for both the shop and the
cottage to be retained. The developer was told by the VCAT member that the developer must comply
with DDO16 mandatory controls.
DDO’s are now being used to ‘protect’ heritage shopping streets, because the heritage protections are
so weak, height controls are necessary to ward off excessive development. Setback controls are
required to stop facadism. Where planning zones allow high-rise above the shops and minimum
setbacks, the development potential crushes the heritage value. It is very hard to protect a shopping
strip when the heritage laws are discretionary and must be considered in the context of a proposed
multi-storey building development.
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Issue 7: The adequacy of current criteria and processes for heritage protection.
‘Heritage laws are devalued when interpreted/applied in decision making. All the authorities - state,

local and VCAT planning committees, have structural bias towards facilitating development. The
Heritage Act, Heritage Council and Heritage Victoria are weakened by the power of vested interests
to control agendas. Heritage Council and Heritage Victoria have low profiles through a lack of status,
confidence, resources and expertise. They don't apply their authority, so that it is marginalised when
they do. Also, many in heritage and allied professions have become conflicted by association with
developers and that is tolerated by decision making authorities.’ Margaret O’Brien, response to
National Trust Survey, Jan 2022.
Professor Goad said: ‘Melburnians have been left shocked during COVID, when they’ve spent more
time walking their neighbourhoods looking in detail at changes wrought on their built
environments.’ The new chair of the Heritage Council of Victoria says, ‘We’ve never seen anything
like it ... in the streets of ordinary California Bungalows, streets of Federation houses, in the streets
of the industrial inner suburbs, we’re regretting the loss of beautiful houses and gardens, their tree
canopies and the contexts.’
‘They’re in shock, so to speak, with what has happened because of the [development] pressures,
particularly along transport corridors where it makes sense to build apartments,’ Professor Goad
said. ‘But also, in the streets behind.’
‘Melbourne has become the knockdown and rebuild capital of Australia in the past five years, new
data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics reveals, with some suburbs adding four new homes for
each one lost to the wreckers since 2016.
The bureau says about 36,300 residential dwellings – 32,000 of them in Melbourne – were
demolished in Victoria between mid-2016 and mid-2021, compared with just 33,000 in the whole of
NSW in the same period.’7
There is no process to register a site of local significance, other than an amendment. There are many
gates to blocking amendments even if a council wishes to protect a site, and it takes years. The
minister has the final say. Interim amendments are sometimes allowed at the minister’s discretion.
These can be used as a gun to the head of council each time they are due for renewal.

7

The Age, Noel Towell, We get knocked down: Melbourne the nation’s house demolition capital, 12 November 2021
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Facadism is now so prevalent that the predominant fashion for new buildings is to create fake twostorey historic brick facades for the tower to rise above.
Failure to protect heritage interiors of former commercial and industrial sites is one of the reasons
facadism is preferred by developers. There is no obligation to conserve the building, just the
appearance of the facade. This is called ‘conserve and enhance’ in the planning scheme.
Not only are the buildings lost, the opportunities for adaptive reuse are also lost.

Fig: 7. Star Lyric Theatre, 249 Johnston St - demolished 2018. Now an Aldi supermarket.

The current criteria and processes for heritage protection are not supportive of social significance.
Buildings may be conserved and recognised as significant more easily than the social structures they
supported. A recent example is the John Curtin Hotel in Carlton.
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(4b) possible federal involvement in heritage protection
The Federal Government is not interested in heritage protection, unless it supports their national
narrative (Anzacs, explorers, pioneers, pastoralists). They are interested in dismantling
environmental protections. Local context is important to understanding heritage significance.
Councils should be empowered to protect local heritage.

(4c) separating heritage protection from the planning administration
Separation is critically required at both the state level (Heritage Victoria) and local councils.
At the local and state level, heritage and planning are administered by the same organisation, the
planning department at council, and DELWP. The Heritage Council has some independence to decide
what can be registered as state significance. Councils can be overruled on what to protect as in
every other aspect of planning.
The planning department’s role is to facilitate development while hopefully avoiding the worst
excesses of private developers. This increases council revenue. Is this the role of the heritage
department? Having heritage advisors report to the head of development and placemaking puts
them under pressure to conform to the norms and agenda of the development department.
Especially if their tenure is limited. Heritage advisors (if they are even engaged) should have
independence and resources to decide what sites get assessed - not wait for a referral from the
planning department. Outsourced heritage advisors have no security of tenure with council and lack
independence.

(4d) establishing a heritage tribunal to hear heritage appeals
We support an increased role for the Heritage Council to call-in and decide on heritage applications.
At least they are qualified.
The Heritage Council is an independent statutory authority established under the Heritage Act.

It has different responsibilities to Heritage Victoria. The Heritage Council decides what to include on
the Victorian Heritage Register. They are the review body for permit and consent decisions made by
Heritage Victoria.
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The new chair of the Heritage Council of Victoria, Professor Philip Goad, says that, because over the
past decade Victoria, and particularly Melbourne, has experienced unprecedented growth at every
level of the city – ‘including our sacred middle and inner suburbs’ – people have been taken aback.
The heritage ‘shock’ that came from staying at home during COVID-19.8

Melburnians ‘have been left shocked during COVID, when they’ve spent more
time walking their neighbourhoods looking in detail at changes wrought on
their built environments’, the new chair of the Heritage Council of Victoria
says.
‘They’re in shock, so to speak, with what has happened because of the [development] pressures,
particularly along transport corridors where it makes sense to build apartments,’ Professor Goad
said. ‘But also, in the streets behind.’
‘We’ve never seen anything like it ... in the streets of ordinary California Bungalows, streets of
Federation houses, in the streets of the industrial inner suburbs, we’re regretting the loss of
beautiful houses and gardens, their tree canopies and the contexts,’ he said.
When 50, 60, 100-year-old houses are removed at the drop of a hat ... so is their incredibly valuable
tree canopy. It’s all inter-related. In the time of climate change, the trees should be valued for their
positive benefits.’
Professor Goad, who was tapped on the shoulder to take the role with the Heritage Council of
Victoria, is also chairman of Melbourne University’s Architecture Faculty and co-author of
the monumental Encyclopedia of Australian Architecture, giving him a unique perspective of
Melbourne’s heritage.

(4e) the independence of heritage advisers be required by tribunals
There Heritage Council needs tenure of staff and proper resourcing to properly carry out its duties.

8

The Age, Jenny Brown, Domain, December 6, 2021
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Recommendation - A Conservation Management Plan should be prepared by a qualified heritage
practitioner for individually and state significant sites as a prerequisite input before a development
application is considered by the responsible authority or Heritage Victoria.

(4f) the role of Councils in heritage protection should be a referral one
Local Councils are more aware of local heritage. But they have a strong incentive to increase their
rate base - which is done through new apartments. Planning departments can be dismissive of
heritage. Councillors and planners do not have expertise in understanding heritage significance or
conservation practices.
Recommendation: That planning degrees include heritage conservation as a requirement.

(4g) penalties for illegal demolitions and tree removals
The penalty for illegal demolition and tree removals must be the removal of the right to develop the
site. Otherwise, the penalty will just be factored into the costs.
While the illegal demolition of the Corkman Hotel in 2016 is a notorious case - the perpetrators may
go to prison not for demolition but for contempt of court. They can avoid prison by apologising to
the tribunal. The penalty is just $400,000. Reconstruction is not required.
What is less publicised is that the planning scheme allows a 13 storey building on that site. A legal
development would have reduced the Corkman to a facade, with its roof replaced by a modern
tower. Any interior and social heritage would have been lost - but it would be perfectly legal and
endorsed by the authorities.
Recommendation: Legislation to ensure that deliberate illegal demolitions result in the subject land
being returned to the Crown with no compensation.
Developers are proposing to do just this to the Royal Hotel in Clifton Hill. A complete demolition will
gut the 1880’s hotel, save for two facades that will be modified. The failure to protect interiors and
the willingness to approve these demolitions will lead to a serious loss of heritage significance and a
community asset in Clifton Hill. Yet heritage advisors can be found who support it.
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Fig. 8: The Royal Hotel cnr. Spensley & Berry Street, Clifton Hill courtesy of David Levin

We look forward to discussing these issues further with the Committee.
Virginia Noonan
On behalf of the members of
Yarra Planning Coalition
2/3/2022

